TRAVEL SIZED ESPRESSO MAKER

User Manual
Model HS-8201

Please carefully read all instructions prior to use and keep this manual for future reference.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY, ESPECIALLY BEFORE USING YOUR XPRESSGO TRAVEL SIZED ESPRESSO MAKER FOR THE FIRST TIME.

Misusing this appliance can harm you and damage the unit. Please follow these instructions and only use the XpressGo Travel Sized Espresso Maker for the purpose for which it was designed -- making an espresso!

1. The XpressGo Travel Sized Espresso Maker is for personal use only. It is not designed for commercial, professional or industrial use. Use of the XpressGo Travel Sized Espresso Maker in any manner other than contained in these instructions could cause harm to you or someone else, and void the warranty.
2. Do not use the XpressGo for anything other than its intended use.
3. After removing the packaging, make sure that your XpressGo is intact and contains all of the parts shown in this manual.
4. Please dispose of the packaging thoughtfully and do not leave plastic bags within reach of children.
5. The XpressGo is not for use by children, and may be difficult to use for people with reduced manual dexterity or hand strength. Please apply common sense before using the unit.
6. **ALWAYS** verify that the water tank and outlet head are firmly attached before pumping the piston.
7. Never consume liquid directly from the XpressGo as contents are likely to be extremely hot.
8. Do not put the XpressGo or any part of it on a gas or electric hotplate, in an oven, a microwave or a dishwasher.
9. Only use clean water in the XpressGo. Do not use any other fluid.
10. Never heat water directly in the water tank. Water must be heated by an external heating source such as a pot or a kettle and then poured into the water tank.
11. Do not use the XpressGo if it is showing any sign of wear, breakdown or does not seem to be working correctly.
12. If you burn yourself, immediately pour cold water on burnt area and call a doctor.
13. Please clean the product carefully after each use.
DESCRIPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Espresso cup</th>
<th>Outlet head</th>
<th>Main body</th>
<th>Water tank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spout</td>
<td>Filter basket</td>
<td>Piston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Unclip the cup.
2. Unscrew the outlet head.
3. Remove the filter basket.
4. Unscrew the water tank.
5. Remove the scoop from the water tank.
6. Fill the scoop with ground coffee.
7. Place the filter basket over the top of the scoop

8. Flip the basket and scoop over to transfer the coffee to the filter basket

9. Clean any stray coffee from the edge of the filter basket and place the filter basket into its place on the top of the main body

10. Place the outlet head over the full filter basket and screw the outlet head onto the main body until it is tight

11. Fill the water tank with boiling water up to the mark on the inside

12. Place the main body over the water tank and screw on until it stops. Check that the water tank is now firmly and properly attached to the main body

⚠️ Place water tank on level and stable surface in order to fill it.

⚠️ Avoid burning yourself. Handle with care.
Unlock the piston from its travel position by rotating to the left

Flip the XpressGo unit over so the outlet head is positioned over a cup and start pumping the piston

Continue pumping until no more coffee comes out (or to your personal taste preference)

NOTE
For best results:
- Use fresh roasted coffee beans and filtered water.
- Grind coffee beans just prior to preparing your espresso shot.
- Gently tamp the ground coffee into the filter basket with the back of the scoop

WARNING
- Avoid burning yourself, handle hot water with care.
- No significant force is required to operate any part of this unit: if it seems that you need to apply force please stop and review this instruction booklet.
- Do not fill the filter basket to the rim with tamped down coffee.
- Only use one scoop of ground coffee (7 grams) to fill the filter basket.
CLEANING AND STORAGE

Use running water to rinse the areas highlighted below. Clean all other areas by wiping carefully with a damp soft cloth.

⚠️ WARNING

- Do not put water into the area on the XpressGo marked in orange (water tank seal)
- The XpressGo is not dishwasher safe and no part should be placed in a dishwasher.

DISPOSAL

XpressGo has been manufactured using high quality materials that can be reused or recycled. Please dispose of the XpressGo into a suitable waste container.